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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

TAMPA DIVISION

ESTATE OF KYLE THOMAS BRENNAN,
by and through its Administrator,
Victoria L. Britton,

          Plaintiff, 

vs.           Case No. 8:09-cv-00264-T-23-EAS

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
FLAG SERVICE ORGANIZATION, INC.,
DENISE MISCAVIGE GENTILE, 
GERALD GENTILE, and 
THOMAS BRENNAN,

Defendants.
__________________________________/

DECLARATION OF MIA BRENNAN

1 1. My name is Mia Brennan, wife of Scott Brenan and  sister-in-law of Kyle Brennan.,

2 The following is based on my personal experience and knowledge.  

3 2. I reviewed Kyle’s laptop when it was sent to us approximately 1 week after his death

4 in February of 2007.   I am qualified to state my findings and conclusions concerning my

5 review of Kyle’s laptop computer based upon my education,  a Bachelor of Science degree

6 in Commerce with a concentration in Information Technology from the University of

7 Virginia’s McIntire School of Commerce,  ___ years  experience of employment requiring

8 highly intensive computer expertise, and as a part-time  computer research assistant for

9 a retired professor. 
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1 3. When I turned on the computer, my initial inclination was to look at any documents

2 saved on the computer that might yield clues as to what Kyle was doing/thinking in his last

3 weeks/days.  I attempted to open several documents only to receive MS Windows errors

4 indicating that the file was no longer saved in its original location and thus unable to be

5 opened.  (I could do this because Windows XP lets you see recently opened documents -

6 it saves them as shortcuts - but I was unable to open them because the actual files were

7 no longer on the computer).  I thought this was odd because the Kyle I knew was both

8 proud and protective of his work - not one to delete/throw away things (esp. school papers

9 and poems).  When Kyle was in school here in Charlottesville, he would show me his

10 writings for classes and I would help him with editing.  He was a prolific writer. Now the

11 computer was essentially empty.

12 4. Once I realized that there were virtually zero files saved on the computer,  I decided

13 to try to review recent activity on the computer.  Kyle’s laptop was a Gateway and one of

14 the pre-loaded programs that used to come on Gateway computers was called BigFix.exe.

15 According to the Gateway Computers Support website:

16

17 Q: What is BigFix Technology?

18 A: The BigFix Consumer system drastically improves your computer's

19 performance and reduces the number of bugs and conflicts that affect your

20 computer. As an application running on your computer, BigFix Consumer can

21 automatically download and read technical support information provided by

22 Gateway, software manufacturers, and other technical support experts
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1 (published in the form of Fixlet® messages) and can automatically check

2 your computer for bugs, configuration conflicts, and security holes. When it

3 finds a problem, it can even offer you an opportunity to fix it with a simple

4 mouse click. Most of the time, BigFix can even alert you to an issue before

5 any damage is done, helping you avoid painful downtime. BigFix Consumer

6 is a great way to worry less about computer problems and focus on more

7 important things.

(http://support.gateway.com/s/software/misc/9528746/9528746faq14.shtml)8

9

10 5. According to the eMachines (another computer maker that pre-loaded it’s computers

with Bigfix.exe) website:11

12 The BigFix solution is a small software application that runs in the

13 background on your PC. You'll never see it unless there's a problem to be

14 fixed. Among the problems it can identify are things that can slow the daily

15 performance of your PC, such as mismatched drivers, missing or moved

16 files or broken registries. In addition it can identify other issues such as

17 software bugs and security issues. The BigFix software also incorporates

18 patented technology that protects your privacy and security while providing

the information necessary to keep your computer at peak performance19 .

 (http://www.emachines.com/support/bigfix.html20 )

21 6. BigFix was programmed to start when Kyle’s computer started, so it was always

22 running in the background.  Since it is always running in the background, it is able to keep

http://support.gateway.com/s/software/misc/9528746/9528746faq14.shtml
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1 track of “missing or moved files” - but it DOES NOT move or delete them itself.  

2 7. Upon realizing that the files were missing, I used BigFix to tell me about the change

3 history to the documents in question and found that many documents had been “moved

4 to removable drive E” in the hours following Kyle’s death (the computer’s time stamp was

5 EST when I received it).  “Removable drive E” indicates a thumb/flash drive or other

6 external memory storage device which was inserted into the computer and files were

7 moved onto it; then the memory device was removed from the computer, taking the

8 documents with it.  This explains why I and others after me were unable to open any of

9 Kyle’s documents.   Contrary to what S/A Mendez stated, the BigFix.exe is NOT

10 responsible for deleting anything from Kyle’s computer.  It is an error detection software

and relies on human instruction to ’fix’ problems.  It 11 is actually a helpful tool in showing the

history of changes made to files on the computer. 12

13 8. I took a screen shot of the BigFix application showing that files had been removed

14 in the hours after Kyle‘s death (I highlighted something to the affect of ’moved to removable

drive E’ in red) and saved it as an image titled “Suspicious Activity”.15

9. I first noted that Kyle’s computer was accessed 16 at ______ a.m. on February 17,

17 2007; _________ on ____________; __________________; _____________________;

18 and __________________________.

19

20 Under penalties of perjury, I declare that the above is true.

21 _______________________________
22 MIA BRENNAN
23 Dated this __ day of September, 2010. 


